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Unit status monitor – information symbols 

 
Information 

symbols 
One of the Tabs on the Unit Status Monitor is the “Info” column. 

 

 
 

 The information column will show icons which indicate information about 

either: 

· an assigned unit or  

· information about the event that the unit is assigned to. 

 

Hovering the cursor over each icon provides an explanation of each symbol. 

 

 
 

 
Online help The symbols above can be located using the online help tool: 

 

In the Search tab start typing “unit/event status” > the 10th result should be 

“Unit/Event Status Monitor” and this page will display the symbols. 
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continued from previous page 

 
Procedure 

completed 
5 Select the primary member using the drop down 

menu 

 

 
 

6 Click OK 

 
 

 
Result The primary unit and member have been assigned.  
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Notes 
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Mobility 

Introduction Mobility provides mobile devices including phones and tablets to frontline 

officers which enable them to spend more time on the frontline, work more 

efficiently and improve both their own safety and the safety of the 

communities they work in. 

CAD Unit 

properties 
Units using mobile devices have their personnel details locked down in 

CAD. The Personnel tab in Unit Properties cannot be modified. This 

means: 

· Dispatchers/Checks Operators cannot change personnel details

· the ability to right-click an employee number and select the employee

information command (to view the name) is unavailable

· it is not possible to reassign the primary member using this page.

For a unit using a mobile device the Personnel tab will look like the picture 

below: 
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10/10 

activations 
There are two possible scenarios that occur when a unit activates the 10/10 function 

via Mobile Responder: 

· If the unit is 10/3, a P1 1E event will be assigned to the unit using their GPS

location. An emergency pop up window will also appear on the dispatchers

screen.

· If the unit is already assigned to an event, no P1 1E event is created. Mobile

Responder updates the assigned event with the text ‘Emergency Command

Activated', and an emergency pop up window appears on the dispatcher’s

screen. The only location information is the original 'Go To'.

Important: dispatchers need to be aware that the 10/10 activation may not 

necessarily relate to the assigned event, especially if the unit’s status is 10/2. 
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Notes 
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Screen display modes 

Tear Away tabs Tear Aways provide functionality to split relevant sections of IPICS away 

from the main window. These individual sections can be resized and then 

moved anywhere on the screen.

Sections which can be torn away from the main window have a page 

turndown symbol (circled in red):

To Tear Away, click on the page turndown symbol, wait a second for that 

area to populate outside of the master window, then move and/or resize the 

Tear Away as desired.

Returning Tear 

Aways to 

master window

To return Tear Away tabs to the master window, there are three options:

· Click on View>Close Tear Away Windows (this will keep the Tear Away 

size and position settings for when they are next torn away)

· Click on View>Reset Tear Away Windows (this resets the Tear Away size 

and position settings)

· Click on the individual Tear Away window’s turndown tabs

Minimal Mode IPICS remembers the last position and size of all Tear Aways (unless the

‘Reset Tear Away Windows’ option has been selected).

Selecting ‘Minimal Mode’ from the IPICS View menu minimises the main 

IPICS window and will only display the set Tear Aways.

To return to the main IPICS window click on the turndown symbol (  on any 

Tear Away.
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IPICS Fact or fiction? 

Instructions Circle whether you think the statements about IPICS below are fact or fiction. 

1 This channel is in receive only status. Fact        or         Fiction 

2 You need to log on to IPICS each time your 

device is rebooted. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

3 A resource with this symbol is a Virtual Talk 

Group. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

4 A secure channel can be used in a patch. Fact         or        Fiction 

5 If the audio select destination shows both you 

are listening to the radio through your speaker. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

6 The resource colour of a Police-only channel is 

blue, the Fire-only channel is red and a 

switched on VTG channel is purple. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

7 IPICS shows analogue and digital channels 

differently. Digital channels have a cross-

hatched secure channel indicator in the top left-

hand corner of the resource.  

Fact         or         Fiction 

8 IPICS maintains a recording of the most recent 

30 seconds of incoming and outgoing audio 

transmissions for each activated resource. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

9 You can patch a VTG and channel together. Fact         or         Fiction 

10 You can choose how you want your IPICS 

screen to look. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

11 You can change the settings in the settings 

options located in the View menu on the Menu 

bar. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

12 When you are transmitting the green bars light 

up. 

Fact         or         Fiction 
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13 The My Space region on the left-hand side of 

the screen is a condensed version of the View 

area in the middle screen with the addition of 

showing the transmit time. 

Fact         or         Fiction 

14 A virtual talk group is a group of channels that 

have been predetermined to be joined together 

and operate as a single resource. 

Fact         or         Fiction 
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Notes 
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NIA - National Intelligence Application 

Introduction The National Intelligence Application (NIA) is a national system used 

throughout the country by all Police departments and stations.  

The system enables Police staff to enter and query information about people, 

vehicles, organisations, items and locations. 

Important Do not: 

· allow your NIA login to used by another person

· use another person's NIA login

· look up details of any person/vehicle unless specifically requested by a

unit

Make sure: 

· to close NIA when going on breaks

· to close NIA at the end of the shift

· use unit callsigns not personal QIDs for all checks

Note: NIA is audited on a regular basis. 

Legitimate use Legitimate business access and use is when it is required for a work related 

activity. It must have occurred for organisational purposes in connection with 

your duty.  

It does not include access for the purpose of (but not limited to): 

· satisfying curiosity (e.g.: looking at your own information)

· looking at information about public figures, except in connection with

your duties

· for personal/private use (e.g.: to vet tenants)

· accessing information about family or friends even if they have asked for

it

To ascertain legitimate business use, ask yourself: 

Why am I doing this NIA check? 
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Understanding person query results 

  
Query list  

 
The results from a person query search are displayed in Query Response 

Manager and will show the following: 

· green tick if the results have been viewed or a red cross if the results are 

yet to be viewed 

· QID/Unit callsign information 

· icon representing type of query 

· number of records returned 

· query details 

· date and time the query was executed 

 
Screenshot 

 

 

 
Query result 

list 
The list of results displays the following: 

· number of records returned for the specified criteria 

· list of results returned for the specified criteria 

· source 

· gender 

· name 

· date of birth 

· address 

 
Screenshot 
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Bail conditions 

Information There are different types of bail - police, court imposed and electronically 

monitored bail. Some people have bail conditions attached to their active 

charges. This will show in the summary panel and have a hyperlink to view 

the conditions.

Bail conditions may include:

· abiding by a set curfew

· residing at a specific address

· not associating with people named on the bail sheet

· reporting to a police station between set times

· not to consume alcohol or drugs

· to present themselves at the door when the Police do a bail check and/or

· various other set conditions.

Screenshot
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Electronically monitored bail – EM Bail 

 
How does EM 

Bail work? 
People who have been charged with an offence and would otherwise be 

remanded in custody (i.e.: for serious offending) may apply for bail with 

electronic monitoring (EM Bail).  

 

An application for EM bail is filled out and an assessor then reviews the 

application. This includes a visit to the EM bail address. A court hearing is 

held and a decision is made as to whether the application is to be accepted.  

 

If approved, the person will be bailed to that address and a device attached to 

their body for monitoring. 

 

An EM bail alert will appear when querying the person through NIA.  

Screenshot 

Screenshot of 

EM Bail detail 
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Bail conditions - no active charges 

Information Some persons may display bail conditions but have no active charges. If this 

occurs, ensure that you have the most up to date information. 

· Check the bail node for bail conditions

· Check the person's Custody/Supervision hyperlink from their summary

panel.

· Check if a parole hearing is scheduled. If there is a future parole hearing,

bail conditions may still apply.

Additional information about circumstances in which this can occur is listed 

below. 

Sentencing Convicted offenders awaiting sentencing who have been granted leave to 

apply for home detention may be released on bail until the application for 

home detention is heard. When querying these persons in NIA, they will have 

bail conditions for non-active charges with final outcomes. 

You may also see bail conditions for persons who have been granted deferred 

sentences (on humanitarian grounds). While the sentence details on the court 

details tab provides some information about deferment and home detention, 

always check the custody/supervision details for a parole hearing. 

Extended 

Supervision 

Orders 

Corrections can apply to the court to extend the supervision period of a 

released prisoner for up to 10 years for serious sexual offenders. If the 

Extended Supervision Order (ESO) is granted, you will see additional release 

conditions (of the type extended supervision) when viewing these persons via 

the Custody/Supervision hyperlink in NIA. They will be GPS monitored by a 

monitoring company. 
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Item query using serial number 

Introduction If you know the serial number for an item, use this for the query. 

However if you query using a serial number and combine it with other query 

criteria such as status, ensure the value entered for status is exact, otherwise 

NIA will not locate the item.  

If you are unsure of the item’s status or colour, leave these criteria blank and 

query solely on the serial number. 

For example, an item has been created with a status of 'stolen'. The item has 

since been recovered, but the status on the item in NIA has not been updated 

to reflect this. If you query on a status of 'recovered' NIA will not locate the 

item.  

Item ID The NIA item ID is a unique identifier and, when you query on it, no other 

query criteria can be used with it. NIA will attempt to find the item that 

exactly matches the value of the NIA item ID.  

Item identifier 

'fuzzy search' 
Item query has a 'fuzzy search' capability. This replaces the 'wildcard' 

functionality. Fuzzy search adopts the practice of substituting and matching 

similar looking characters such as 2 and Z, O and 0, 1 and I.  

NIA will remove all delimiter characters, such as the hyphen, slash and 

asterisk, and looks for a match using only the alphanumeric characters of the 

identifier.  

As well as searching for repeating characters, NIA will also search ignoring 

repeating characters. For example, ABCC1123 will be searched as entered, as 

well as ABC123. 

If you enter an item identifier with a prefix, then the matching will be done 

with and without the prefix. For example, if an item identifier is entered as 

'BE-12386355', it will be queried with and without the 'BE-' prefix.  
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Query using other criteria 

Introduction If you do not have a serial number to query on, then use a combination of 

other query criteria. 

The other identifiers able to be used are: 

· status

· colour

· name

· make

· modification start/end date

· policing boundary

When a combination of these identifiers is used as the basis for a query, NIA 

will attempt to match the values entered against existing items. 

The more details you enter, the more likely the item will be found, if it exists 

in the system. The fewer details entered, the longer NIA will take to find the 

item and the larger the item query results lists will be.  

Policing 

boundary 

filters 

A set of policing boundary filters is available to use. Boundary filters cannot 

be used when an item ID is being used for the query. 

Modification 

start/end date 
The start and end dates refer to the period within which the item was either 

created or last modified. If you have an idea as to when this occurred, select 

the relevant date options or enter a specific range.  
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Understanding item query results 

Results Results are displayed in query response manager and can show the following: 

· green tick if results have been viewed

· QID/Unit ID information

· icon representing type of query

· number of records returned

· query details

· date and time the query was executed

Screenshot 
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Understanding telephone query results 

 
The results 

window 
The results window displays the: 

· date and time the query was executed 

· number of records returned for the specified criteria 

· list of results returned for the specified criteria 

 

The list of results displays the. 

· area 

· base number 

· extension 

· town located 

· usage 

· country code 

· country located 

 
Screenshot 
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